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Abstract
Weprove a Perron-Frobenius-Ruelle theorem for groupextensions of topologicalMarkov
chains based on a construction of σ-finite conformal measures and give applications to
the construction of harmonic functions.
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1 Introduction
The Perron-Frobenius-Ruelle theorem is a statement about the maximal eigenvalue of an
operator L who preserves the cone of positive functions. Namely, it provides existence of a
function f in this cone and ν in its dual, such that L f = ρ f and L∗ν = ρν, with ρ referring
to the spectral radius of L. The first result of this type was obtained by Perron in [21] as a
byproduct of his analysis of periodic continued fractions. He proved that, for a strictly posi-
tive n×n-matrix A, themaximal eigenvalue ρ is simple. Moreover, his proof reveals that there
exist strictly positive vectors x, y ∈Rn such that x t A =ρx t , Ay = ρy and that ρ−nAn converges
to y ·x t . Even though thereweremany important contributions to the theory of positive oper-
ators in the following decades, e.g. by Doeblin-Fortet ([10]) or Birkhoff ([4]), whose methods
are today standard tools in proving exponentially fast convergence of the iterates (see, e.g.,
[3, 17]), it was only at the end of the 60’s when Ruelle obtained an analog of Perron’s theorem
for the one-dimensional Isingmodel with long range interactions frommathematical physics
([25, Theorem 3]). In the context of dynamical systems, as observed by Bowen, the result of
Ruelle has the following formulation in terms of shift spaces. For a fixed k ∈N, let
Σ := {(xi : i ∈N) : xi ∈ {1, . . . ,k}∀i ∈N} ,
θ :Σ→Σ (x1,x2, . . .) 7→ (x2,x3, . . .)
and suppose that ϕ : Σ→ (0,∞) is a log-Hölder continuous function with respect to the shift
metric (for details, see below). The associated operator, the Ruelle operator, is then defined
by
Lϕ( f )(x) :=
∑
θ(y)=x
ϕ(y) f (y).
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Ruelle’s theorem states that there exist a strictly positive Hölder continuous function h and a
probability measure µ such that Lϕ( f )=ρ f , L∗ϕ(µ)= ρµ and limρ−nLnϕ f =
∫
f dµ·h. Further-
more, ρ−nLnϕ f →
∫
f dµ ·h converges exponentially fast, which implies, among many other
things, that h is unique and that the measure µ is exact (and, in particular, ergodic).
The aim of this note is to establish an analogue of the result for dynamical systems of the
form
T :Σ×G→Σ×G , (x,g ) 7→ (θx,gψ(x)),
whereG is a discrete groupG , Σ a shift space with the b.i.p.-property as defined below andψ :
Σ→G a locally constant function. This kind of dynamical system is called group extension,
or, as they first were considered by Rokhlin in [24], Rokhlin transformation. Even though
one might be tempted to think of ψ as a cocycle, the probably most fruitful approach is to
consider T as a kind of randomwalk onG . That is, by fixing a potential functionϕwhich only
depends on the first coordinate, ϕ(x) stands for the transition probability to go from (x,g ) to
(θx,gψ(x)), which is also reflected by the fact that the Ruelle operatorLϕ associated to T has
many similarities to theMarkov operator of a randomwalk.
In this setting, it is possible to obtain the following operator theorem which is the main
result (Theorem 5.1) of this note. Under a technical condition (which is satisfied if, e.g., Σ
is compact), it is shown that there exists a Lipschitz continuous map µ→ νµ from the space
of probability measures on Σ×G to the space of σ-finite, conformal measures, that is νµ is
σ-finite and L ∗ϕ (νµ) = ρνµ. This map is constructed using the method by Denker-Urbanski
in [8]. By adapting ideas of Patterson ([20]) and Sullivan ([30]) from hyperbolic geometry, one
obtains by variation of µ a family of strictly positive, ρ-harmonic functions. In here, we refer
toh :Σ×G→R asharmonic or ρ-harmonic ifLϕ(h)= ρh. In particular, theorem5.1 gives rise
to families of σ-finite, conformal measures {νµ}, ρ-harmonic, positive functions {h}, and T -
invariantmeasures {hdνµ}. Furthermore, as the conformalmeasures are pairwise equivalent,
the functionK(µ,z) := (dνµ/dν)(z) for a fixed conformal referencemeasure ν is defined and,
as shown in theorem 5.1, its logarithm is locally Lipschitz continuous with respect to the first
coordinate and T -invariant with respect to the second.
It is important to point out that these families might not be one-dimensional. For exam-
ple, the classical and general result of Zimmer in [33] (see [14] for a version for group exten-
sions) states that ergodicity implies amenability. Hence, asG not necessarily is amenable, νµ
might not be ergodic and the standard argument for uniqueness of conformal measures no
longer is applicable. However, for the setting in here, a sharp criterium of classical flavour
holds (Proposition 5.3). That is, νµ is conservative and ergodic if and only if
∞∑
n=1
ρ−n
∑
T n (x,id)=(x,id)
n−1∏
k=0
ϕ(θk (x))=∞.
Hence, it is of interest to analyse the families of conformalmeasures and harmonic functions
if T is non-ergodic. In order to have explicit examples at hand, we use the fact that a random
walkwith independent increments can be identifiedwith a group extension. For T associated
with the random walk on Zd or the free group Fd , the d-dimensional central limit theorem
and the local limit theorem by Gerl and Woess in [12], respectively, allow to explicitly deter-
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mine K. For these specific examples, it turns out that the family of conformal measures is
one-dimensional for Zd and non-trivial for Fd .
For a further analysis of the general setting, these conformal measures are employed
to construct a positive map from the space of functions C whose logarithm is uniformly
continuous to the space of harmonic functions H satisfying a certain local Lipschitz con-
dition (Theorem 6.1). Then, in order to at least roughly determine the behaviour of harmonic
functions and ν at infinity, further ideas from probability and ergodic theory are employed.
Namely, for a given pair (h,ν) of a positive harmonic function and a conformal measure,
hdν is invariant and therefore, the natural extension of (T,hdν) is well-defined. Therefore,
through Martingale convergence, it is possible to show (Corollary 6.3) for G non-amenable
and under a symmetry condition that
νµ
({
(x,ψ(ω) · · ·ψ(θn−1(ω))) : x ∈Σ})= o(ρn),
for a.e. ω ∈ Σ with respect to the equilibrium measure of (Σ,θ,ϕ). These results also have a
canonical application to the dimension theory of graph directed Markov systems, which is
outlined in theorem 7.1.
2 Topological Markov chains
We begin with defining the basic object of our analysis, that is topological Markov chains
and their group extensions. For a countable alphabet W and a matrix (ai j : i , j ∈ W ) with
ai j ∈ {0,1} for all i , j ∈ W and no rows and columns equal to 0, let the pair (Σ,θ) denote the
associated one-sided topological Markov chain given by
Σ := {(wk : k = 1,2, . . .) : wk ∈W ,awkwk+1 = 1∀i = 0,1, . . .} ,
θ :Σ→Σ,θ : (wk : k = 1,2, . . .) 7→ (wk : k = 2,3, . . .).
A finite sequence w = (w1w2 . . .wn) with n ∈N, wk ∈W for k = 1,2, . . . ,n and awkwk+1 = 1 for
k = 1,2, . . . ,n−1 is referred to as admissible or as word of length n, the set of words of length
n will be denoted by W n and the set
[w ] := {(vk) ∈Σ : wk = vk ∀k = 1,2, . . . ,n}
is referred to as a cylinder of length n. Furthermore, |w | denotes the length of a word and
W
∞ = ⋃∞n=1W n the set of all admissible words. Since θn : [w ]→ θn([w ]) is a homeomor-
phism, observe that the inverse τw : θn([w ])→ [w ] is well defined.
As it is well known, Σ is a Polish space with respect to the topology generated by cylinders
and Σ is compact with respect to this topology if and only if W is a finite set. Moreover, the
topology generated by cylinders is compatible with the metric defined by, for r ∈ (0,1) and
(wk), (vk) ∈Σ,
dr ((wk), (vk)) := rmin(i :wi 6=vi )−1.
Observe that with respect to this definition, the r n-neighbourhood of (wk) ∈ Σ is given by
the cylinder [w1w2 . . .wn] of length n. Also recall that Σ is topologically transitive if for all
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a,b ∈ W , there exists n ∈ N such that θn([a])∩ [b] 6= ; and is topologically mixing if for all
a,b ∈W , there exists N ∈N such that θn([a])∩ [b] 6= ; for all n ≥ N . Moreover, a topological
Markov chain is said to have big images and big preimages if there exists a finite set Ibip ⊂W
such that for all v ∈W , there exists β1,β2 ∈Ibip such that (vβ1) ∈W 2 and (β2v) ∈W 2. Finally,
we say that a topological Markov chain satisfies the big images and preimages (b.i.p.) property
if the chain is topologically mixing and has big images and preimages (see [27]). Note that
the b.i.p. property coincides with the notion of finite irreducibility for topological mixing
topological Markov chains as introduced by Mauldin and Urbanski ([18]).
Potentials. A further basic object for our analysis is a fixed, strictly positive functionϕ :Σ→
R which is referred to as a potential. This function might be seen as weight on the preimages
of a point and inmany applications,ϕ is defined as the conformal derivative of an underlying
iterated function system. For n ∈N and w ∈W n , setΦn :=
∏n−1
k=0ϕ◦θk andΦw :=Φn ◦τw . We
refer to ϕ as a potential of (locally) bounded variation if
sup
{
Φn(x)
Φn(y)
: n ∈N, w ∈W n , x, y ∈ [w ]
}
<∞.
From now on, for positive sequences (an), (bn) we will write an≪ bn if there existsC > 0 with
an ≤Cbn for all n ∈N, and an ≍ bn if an ≪ bn ≪ an . For example, the above could be rewrit-
ten by Φ|w |(x) ≍ Φ|w |(y) for all w ∈ W ∞ and x, y ∈ [w ]. A further, stronger assumption on
the variation is related to local Hölder continuity. Recall that the n-th variation of a function
f :Σ→R is defined by
Vn( f )= sup{| f (x)− f (y)| : xi = yi , i = 0,1,2, . . . ,n−1}.
The function f is referred to as a locally Hölder continuous function if there exists 0 < r < 1
and C ≥ 1 such that Vn( f )≪ r n for all n ≥ 1. Moreover, we refer to a locally Hölder contin-
uous function with ‖ f ‖∞ <∞ as a Hölder continuous function. We now recall a well-known
estimate. For n ≤m, x, y ∈ [w ] for some w ∈W m , and a locally Hölder continous function f ,
|
n−1∑
k=0
f ◦θk (x)− f ◦θk (y)|≪ 1
1− r r
m−n . (1)
In particular, if logϕ= f is locally Hölder continuous, thenϕ is a potential of bounded varia-
tion. Moreover, as rm−n = d (θn(x),θn(y)), there existsCϕ ≥ 1 such that
|Φw (x)/Φw (y)−1| ≤Cϕd (x, y) and Φw (x)/Φw (y)≤Cϕ
for all w ∈W ∞ and x, y ∈ [w ].
Conformal measures. In here, due to the fact that the constructions canonically lead to
σ-finite measures, we will make use of a slightly more general definition of conformality by
allowing infinite measures. We refer to a σ-finite Borel measure µ as a ϕ-conformalmeasure
if
µ(θ(A))=
∫
A
1
ϕ
dµ
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for all Borel sets A such that θ|A is injective. For w = (w1 . . .wn) ∈ W n and a potential of
bounded variation, it then immediately follows that
µ([w ])≍Φn(x)µ(θ([wn])) (2)
for all x ∈ [w ]. Note that this estimate implies thatPG (θ,ϕ)= 0 is a necessary condition for the
existence of a conformalmeasure with respect to a potential of bounded variation. Moreover,
if µ(θ([w ]))≍ 1 (e.g., if µ is finite and θ has the big image property), we obtain that
µ([w ])≍Φn(x) (3)
for all n ∈N,w ∈W n and x ∈ [w ]. Also note that a probabilitymeasure satisfying (3) is referred
to as a ϕ-Gibbs measure.
Ruelle’s operator, b.i.p. and Gibbs-Markovmaps. Ruelle’s operator is defined, for f :Σ→R
in a suitable function space to be specified later, by
Lϕ( f )=
∑
v∈W
1θ([v]) ·ϕ◦τv · f ◦τv .
Furthermore, there is an associated action on the space of σ-finite Borel measures defined
through
∫
f dL∗ϕ(ν) :=
∫
Lϕ( f )dν, for each continuous f :Σ→ [0,∞). We then have that ν is a
ϕ/ρ conformal measure if and only if L∗ϕ(ν)= ρν. If, in addition, there is a measurable func-
tion h : Σ→ [0,∞) with Lϕ(h) = ρh, then dµ := hdν defines an invariant, σ-finite measure,
that is µ=µ◦θ−1. Moreover, for ϕ′ :=ϕh/(ρh ◦θ), we have Lϕ′(1)= 1.
An important consequence of the b.i.p. property is a Perron-Frobenius-Ruelle theorem
in case of an infinite alphabetW 1 (see [18, 27]). That is, if (Σ,θ) has the b.i.p. property, logϕ is
Hölder continuous and ‖Lϕ(1)‖∞ <∞, then there exists a Gibbsmeasureµ and aHölder con-
tinuous, strictly positive eigenfunction h of Lϕ, which is uniformly bounded from above and
below. Moreover, in this situation, (Σ,θ,µ) has the Gibbs-Markov property, that is µ is a Borel
probability measure, for all w ∈W 1, µ and µ◦τw are equivalent, inf
{
µ(θ([w ])) : w ∈W 1}> 0
and there exists 0< r < 1 such that, for allm,n ∈N, v ∈W m , w ∈W n with (vw )∈W m+n ,
sup
x,y∈[w]
∣∣∣∣log dµ◦τvdµ (x)− log dµ◦τvdµ (y)
∣∣∣∣≪ r n . (4)
As it is well known, the action on the space of bounded continuous functions of the transfer
operator with respect to µ coincides with Lϕ/ρ and, with h referring to the function given
by the Perron-Frobenius-Ruelle, hdµ is an invariant probability measure with exponential
decay of correlations and associated transfer operator given by L(ϕh)/(ρh◦θ) (see [3, 27]).
Furthermore, several arguments in here are basedon an inequality in theflavour ofDoeblin-
Fortet or Lasota-Yorke for arbitrary topological Markov chains (Σ,θ) and potentials ϕ such
that is logϕ is locally Hölder continuous. For f :Σ→R, define
D( f ) :Σ→ [0,∞), (x1,x2 . . .) 7→ sup
y,y˜∈[x1]
∣∣ f (y)− f (y˜)∣∣
dr (y, y˜)
.
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That is, D( f )(x) is the local Hölder coefficient of the function f restricted to [a], with x ∈ [a].
Now assume that Lnϕ( f ) is well-defined. Then, for x, y in the same cylinder,∣∣∣Lnϕ( f )(x)−Lnϕ( f )(y)∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
v∈W n
(
1− Φv (y)
Φv (x)
)
Φv (x) f ◦τv (x)+Φv (y)
(
f ◦τv (x)− f ◦τv (y)
)∣∣∣∣∣
≤CϕLnϕ(| f |)(x)dr (x, y)+ r nLnϕ(D( f ))(y)dr (x, y)
≤Cϕdr (x, y)Lnϕ
(| f |+ r nD( f )) (x) (5)
If, in addition, for all a ∈ W 1, either f (x) = 0 for all x ∈ [a] or | f (x)/ f (y)−1| ≤Cadr (x, y) for
all x, y ∈ [a], set LD( f )(x) := 0 in the first case and LD( f )(x) := sup{| f (x)/ f (y)−1|/dr (x, y) :
x, y ∈ [a]} in the second case. By the same arguments,∣∣∣Lnϕ( f )(x)−Lnϕ( f )(y)∣∣∣
≤Cϕdr (x, y)Lnϕ
(| f |) (x)+Cϕ ∑
v∈W n
Φv (x)
∣∣ f ◦τv (x)∣∣ ∣∣∣∣ f ◦τv (y)f ◦τv (x) −1
∣∣∣∣
≤Cϕdr (x, y)Lnϕ
(| f |(1+ r nLD( f ))) (x) (6)
3 Group extensions of topological Markov chains.
Fix a countable group G and a map ψ : Σ→G such that ψ is constant on [w ] for all w ∈W 1.
Then, for X :=Σ×G equipped with the product topology of Σ and the discrete topology onG ,
the group extension or G-extension (X ,T ) of (Σ,θ) is defined by
T : X → X , (x,g ) 7→ (θx,gψ(x)).
Note that (X ,T ) is a topological Markov chain with respect to the alphabet W 1×G and the
following transition rule: ((a,g ), (b,h)) is admissible if and only if (ab) ∈ W 2 and gψ(a) = h,
whereψ(a) :=ψ(x), for some x ∈ [a]. Furthermore, set Xg :=Σ× {g } and
ψn(x) :=ψ(x)ψ(θx) · · ·ψ(θn−1x)
for n ∈ N and x ∈ Σ. Observe that ψn : Σ → G is constant on cylinders of length n which
implies thatψk (w ) :=ψk (x), for some x ∈ [w ], k ≤ n and w ∈W n , is well defined. If k = n, we
will write ψw :=ψn(w ). It is then easy to see that the finite words of (X ,T ) can be identified
with W ∞×G by
((w0, . . . ,wn),g )≡ ((w0,g ), (w1,gψ1(w )), . . . , (wn ,gψn(w ))).
Also observe that topologically transitivity of (X ,T ) implies that {ψ(a) : a ∈W 1} is a generat-
ing set forG as a semigroup.
Throughout, we now fix a topological mixing topological Markov chain (Σ,θ), and a topo-
logical transitiveG-extension (X ,T ). Furthermore, we fix a (positive) potentialϕ :Σ→Rwith
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PG (θ,ϕ)= 0. Note thatϕ lifts to a potentialϕ∗ on X by settingϕ∗(x,g ) :=ϕ(x). For ease of no-
tation, we will not distinguish between ϕ∗ and ϕ. Moreover, for v ∈W ∞, the inverse branch
given by [v, ·] will be as well denoted by τv , that is τv (x,g ) := (τv (x),gψ(v)−1). In order to
distinguish between the Ruelle operator of θ and T , these objects for the group extension will
be written in calligraphic letters. That is, for a ∈W , ξ ∈ [a]× {id }, (η,g ) ∈ X , and n ∈N,
L ( f )(ξ,g ) :=
∑
v∈W
ϕ(τv (ξ)) f ◦τv (ξ,g ).
Remark 3.1 In the context of topological transitivity, it is natural to ask whether (X ,T ) is
ergodic with respect to the product of the Gibbs measure on Σ and the counting measure.
For example, a classical result of Zimmer in [33] (see also [14]) states that ergodicity of (X ,T )
implies that G is amenable, that is, there exists a sequence (Kn) of finite subsets of G with⋃
n Kn =G such that
lim
n→∞ |gKn△Kn |/|Kn | = 0 ∀g ∈G ,
where △ refers to the symmetric difference and | · | to the cardinality of a set. Moreover, it
was shown in [29] for this class of extensions that PG (T )= PG (θ) implies thatG is amenable.
Hence, ifG is a non-amenable group, then PG (T )< PG (θ) and (X ,T ) is not ergodic. In partic-
ular, by bounded distortion, T has to be totally dissipative. For a further criterion for ergod-
icity, we also refer to corollary 5.3 below. Also note that the classical result of Varopoulos on
recurrent groups motivates the conjecture that a group extension only can be ergodic if G is
a finite extension of the trivial group, Z or Z2.
Symmetric extensions. In several interesting applications, group extensions are satisfying
a certain notion of symmetry. In here, we will use a pathwise notion (as in [29]) in contrast
to the more general notion in [13]. Namely, we say that (Σ,θ,ψ) is symmetric if there exists
W
1→W 1, w 7→w† with the following properties.
(i) For w ∈W 1, (w†)† =w .
(ii) For v,w ∈W 1, the word (vw ) is admissible if and only if (w†v†) is admissible.
(iii) ψ(v†)=ψ(v)−1 for all v ∈W 1.
Moreover, we refer to (Σ,θ,ψ,ϕ) as a symmetric group extension if (Σ,θ,ψ) is symmetric and,
with † :W ∞→W ∞ defined by (w1 . . .wn)† := (w†n . . .w†1),
sup
n∈N
sup
x∈[w],y∈[w†]
Φn(x)
Φn(y)
<∞.
4 Conformal σ-finite measures
As a first step towards a Ruelle theorem for group extensions, we now adapt ideas from [20, 8]
in order to obtain invariantmeasures for the dual of the Ruelle operator. In contrast to [20, 8],
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the method in here gives rise to conformal σ-finite measures, which seems to be advanta-
geous as group extensions inmany cases are totally dissipative dynamical systems and there-
fore might not admit finite invariant measures. We now fix ξ ∈Σ and, for n ∈N, set
Z
n (ξ)=
∑
θn (x)=ξ,ψn(x)=id
Φn(x)=L nϕ (1Xi d )(ξ, id ).
Since the construction relies on the divergence of a power series at its radius of convergence,
recall that, for a sequence of positive real numbers (an), the radius of convergence of
∑
n anx
n
is equal to 1/ρ where, by Hadamard’s formula,
ρ := limsup
n→∞
n
p
an .
We now ensure divergence at the radius of convergence by pointwise multiplication with a
slowly diverging sequence as given by the following result. For the proof, we refer to [8].
Lemma 4.1. For a positive sequence (an) with ρ <∞, there exists a nondecreasing sequence
(bn : n ∈N)with bn ≥ 1 for all n ∈N such that limn→∞ bn/bn+1 = 1 and for all s ≥ 0,
∞∑
n=1
bnans
−n
{
=∞ s ≤ ρ
<∞ s > ρ.
Moreover, there exists a non-increasing sequence (λ(n) : n ∈N)withλ(n)≥ 1 andλ(n)→ 1 such
that bn =
∏n
k=1λ(k).
Now suppose that ρ = limsup n
√
Z n(ξ) <∞. Then, for (bn) given by Lemma 4.1 applied
to an =Z n (ξ), we have that
P (s) :=
∑
n∈N
s−nbnZ n(ξ).
diverges as sց ρ. Furthermore, for ρ < s <∞, set
ms :=
1
P (s)
∑
n∈N
s−nbn
∑
T n (z)=(ξ,id)
Φn(x)δz , (7)
where δz refers to the Dirac measure supported in z. Note that, by construction,ms(Xid )= 1
for all s > ρ. In order to construct a σ-finite, conformal measure, we consider an accumu-
lation point ν of {ms} in the weak∗ topology, i.e. convergence of
∫
f dms to
∫
f dν for every
bounded and continuous function f . For ease of notation, we now identify Σ with Xid and,
for B ⊂Σwith T k |B×{id} invertible and T k (B × {id })⊂ Xid , the restriction T k |B×{id} with θk |B .
Lemma 4.2. Assume that, for sl ց ρ, there exists a probability measure m on Σ which is the
weak∗-limit of (msl : l ∈N). Then, for each pair (B ,k)with B ∈B(Σ), k ∈N such that T k |B×{id}
is invertible and T k (B × {id })⊂ Xid ,
m(θk(B ))=
∫
B
ρk/Φkdm. (8)
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Proof. Suppose that B is a cylinder, that is B = [w ] for some w ∈W m andm > k . Since T k is
injective on B × {id }, we have, for s > ρ, that
ms(θ
k (B ))= 1
P (s)
∑
n∈N
∑
x∈θn (B )∩En
bnΦn(x)
sn
= 1
P (s)
∑
n∈N
∑
x∈B∩θ−k (En )
bnΦn(θkx)
sn
= 1
P (s)
∑
n∈N
∑
x∈B∩En+k
bn+kΦn+k (x)
sn+k
bns
k
bn+kΦk(x)
In particular this gives∣∣∣∣∣ms(θk (B ))−
∫
B
sk
Φk (x)
dms
∣∣∣∣∣≤ 1P (s) ∑n∈N
∣∣∣ bnbn+k −1∣∣∣ ∑
x∈B∩En+k
bn+kΦn+k (x)
sn+k
+ 1
P (s)
k∑
n=1
∑
x∈B∩En
bnΦk−n(θn(x))sk−n .
By Lemma 4.1, it follows that limP (sl )=∞, and hence the second termof the right hand side
tends to zero as l →∞. Since limn→∞ bn/bn+k = 1, we then obtain that the first summand
also tends to zero. Moreover, by applying the Portmanteau theorem to the open and closed
set [w ], it follows that (8) holds for [w ]. AsB(Σ) is generated by cylinders, the lemma follows.
As it seems to be impossible to show the existence of a weak∗-accumulation point of (ms)
in full generality, the following condition is introduced.
Definition 4.3. We say that the group extension (Σ,θ,ϕ) satisfies property (C) if there exists (bn)
as in Lemma 4.1 and (sk) with sk ց ρ such that (msk ) converges weakly∗ to some probability
measure on Xid as k→∞.
In order to obtain criteria for property (C), recall that Prohorov’s theorem states that a
sequence (msk ) has a weak
∗-accumulation point if and only if for each ǫ > 0 there exists a
compact set K and k0 ∈ N such that msk (K ) ≥ 1− ǫ for all k ≥ k0, or in other words, if (msk )
is tight. In particular, if Σ is a subshift of finite type, then the property is always satisfied. By
lifting the limit from Σ to X as in [9, 7] we arrive at a conformal, not necessarily finitemeasure
for T .
Theorem4.4. Assume that (Σ,θ) satisfies the b.i.p. property, logϕ is Hölder continuous,‖Lϕ(1)‖∞ <
∞ and that (X ,T ) be a topologically transitive group extension with property (C ). Then there
exists a σ-finite, nonatomic, (ρ/ϕ)-conformal measure ν with ν(Xg )<∞, for each g ∈G. Fur-
thermore, there exists a sequence (sk)with skց ρ, such that, for each non-negative, continuous
function f : X →R, ∫
f dν= lim
k→∞
1
P (sk )
∑
n∈N
bn s
−n
k (L
n
ϕ f )(ξ, id ). (9)
Before giving the proof, recall that the conditions on (Σ,θ,ϕ) are equivalent to the ex-
istence of a probability measure µ such that (Σ,θ,µ) is a Gibbs-Markov map with the b.i.p.
property. Hence, the above theorem holds in verbatim for topologically transitive group ex-
tensions of Gibbs-Markov maps, with µ playing the rôle of a referencemeasure.
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Proof. By property (C), there exists sk ց ρ andm such thatm is the weak∗-limit of (msk : k ∈
N). Using equation (8) in Lemma 4.2, we extendm to a measure ν on B(X ) as follows. For
b ∈W 1 and g ∈G , there exists by transitivity j ∈N and u ∈W j+1 with T j ([u, id ])= [b,g ]. The
restriction of ν on [b,g ] is now defined by∫
[b,g ]
f (x)dν(x,h) :=
∫
[u]
f ◦θ jρ j/Φ jdm,
for each bounded and continuous function f : Σ→ R. In particular, if f is supported on [b],
then by the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 4.2,∫
Xg
f (x)dν(x,h)=
∫
[u]
f ◦θ jρ j/Φ jdm
= lim
k→∞
1
P (sk )
∑
n∈N
bnρ
j s−nk
∑
x∈En∩[u]
f ◦θ j (x)(Φ j (x))−1 ·Φn(x)
= lim
k→∞
1
P (sk )
∑
n> j
bn− j s
j−n
k
∑
(y,g )∈T j−n ({(ξ,id)})∩[b,g ]
Φn− j (y) f (y).
This proves equation (9). Finally, using the construction of ν fromm and the big preimages
property, it easily can be seen that ν(Xg )<∞ for each g ∈G .
Wenowcollect several immediate consequences fromconformality and theb.i.p.-property
in the base.
Proposition 4.5. For the measure ν given by Theorem 4.4, the following holds.
(i) If limn Z n (ξ)ρ−n = 0, then ν(X )=∞.
(ii) If Lϕ(1)= 1, then dν◦T−1 =ρ−1dν.
(iii) For w ∈W n , x ∈ [w ] and g ∈G, we have ρnν([w,g ])≍Φn(x)ν(Xgψn (x)).
(iv) If the extension is symmetric, then
ν(Xg )≍ ν(Xg−1), ν([w†,ψ−1w g−1ψw ])≍ν([w,g ]).
Proof. The first assertion follows from (9) applied to f = 1. In order to prove part 2, note that
Lϕ(1)= 1 implies that Lϕ(1)= 1. Hence, for f ∈ L1(ν), we have
1
P (s)
∑
n∈N
bn s
−n(L nϕ f ◦T )(ξ, id )=
1
P (s)
∑
n∈N
bn s
−n(L n−1ϕ f )(ξ, id )
= s
−1
P (s)
∑
n∈N
bn
bn−1
bn−1s−n+1(L n−1ϕ f )(ξ, id ).
SinceP (s)ր∞ as s→ ρ and limn bn/bn−1 = 1 as s→∞, we obtain that
∫
f ◦Tdν= ρ−1∫ f dν.
Part 3 is a consequence of conformality and the b.i.p. property. Namely, by (2),
ρnν([w,g ])≍Φn(x)ν
(
θn([w ])× {gψn(x)}
)≤Φn(x)ν(Xgψn (x)) .
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Furthermore, by the big images property, there exists a ∈Ibip such that [a]⊂ θn([w ]). Hence,
it remains to show that ν([a,h]) ≍ ν(Xh) for all h ∈ G . By the big preimages property, for
each y ∈ Σ, there exists b ∈ Ibip such that y ∈ θ([b]). Hence, by transitivity of T , there exists
a finite word w such that awb is admissible and ψawb = id . Hence, ν([a,h])≥ ν([awb,h])≍
ν(θ([b])× {h}) with respect to a constant only depending on awb, which implies that
|Ibip|ν([a,h])≫
∑
b∈Ibip
ν(θ([b])× {h})≥ν(Xh).
The proof of the remaining assertion relies on a similar argument. For each w ∈ W ∞ with
ψw = g and ξ ∈ θ|w |([w ]), there exists by transitivity a finite word u such that such that wu is
admissible, ξ ∈ θ|w |+|u|([w†u]) andψu = id . As Ibip is finite, u can be chosen from a finite set.
Hence, by the definition of ν and the symmetry of ϕ, we have ν(Xg−1)≪ ν(Xg ) which implies
that ν(Xg−1)≍ ν(Xg ). The second assertion follows from this and part 3.
5 The Ruelle-Perron-Frobenius theorem for group extensions
In order to prove the existence of eigenfunctions for the Ruelle operator, we make use of a
well-known idea from hyperbolic geometry (see [20, 30]): As the reference point for the con-
struction in theorem 4.4 was chosen arbitrarily, there exists a family {νζ : ζ ∈ X } of conformal
measures. It is then relatively easy to show that ζ 7→ dνζ/dν defines an eigenfunction, pro-
vided that {νζ} is a family of pairwise equivalent measures. In here, this approach is partially
generalized by constructing a conformal measure νµ for a given probability measure µ on X .
In order to do so, recall that the Vaserstein distanceW of two probability measures µ, µ˜ is a
metric compatible with the weak convergence and is equal to, by Kantorovich’s duality,
W (µ, µ˜)= sup
{∫
f d (µ− µ˜) :D( f )≤ 1
}
,
whereD( f ) := sup{| f (ζ)− f (ζ˜)|/d (ζ, ζ˜) : ζ, ζ˜ ∈ X } denotes the Lipschitz coefficient with respect
to the metric defined by d ((x,g ), (y,g )) = dr (x, y) and d ((x,g ), (x,h)) = 1 for g 6= h. In the
following theorem, ν refers to the σ-finite, conformal measure on X given by theorem 4.4
with respect to some fixed base point in Xid .
Theorem 5.1. Let (X ,T ) be a topologically transitive group extension with property (C) of a
Gibbs-Markovmap with the b.i.p. property. Then there exists a sequence (sk)with skց ρ such
that for each µ ∈M (X ),
νµ := lim
k→∞
1
P (sk )
∑
n∈N
bns
−n
k (L
n
ϕ )
∗(µ) (10)
exists. Furthermore, {νµ : µ ∈M (X )} is a family of pairwise equivalent measures and for the
Radon-Nikodym derivativeK :P (X )×X →R, (µ,z) 7→ (dνµ/dν)(z), we have the following.
(i) There exists D > 0 such that for ν-a.e. z ∈ X , g ∈ G and probability measures µ1,µ2
supported on Xg ,
| logK(µ1,z)− logK(µ2,z)| ≤DW (µ1,µ2).
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(ii) For all µ ∈M (X ), we haveK(L ∗ϕ (µ),z)= ρK(µ,z) for ν-a.e. z.
(iii) For each µ ∈M (X ), the mapK(µ, ·) is T -invariant, that isK(µ,z)=K(µ,T (z)) for ν-a.e.
z ∈ X . In particular, if T is ergodic with respect to ν, then νµ is a multiple of ν,K(µ,z) is
constant with respect to z and {νµ :µ ∈M (X )} is one-dimensional.
Remark5.2 Before giving theproof, wediscuss a relation toRuelle’s operator theorem. Namely,
by considering the restriction X →Mσ(X ), x 7→ νx := νδx , part (ii) of the above implies that
hz : x 7→ K(δx ,z) satisfies Lϕ(hz ) = ρhz . Hence, the above gives rise to the construction
of a family of σ-finite, conformal measures {νµ : µ ∈ M (X )} and a family of eigenfunctions
{hz : z ∈ X }. If ν is ergodic, these families are one dimensional, that is, they are subsets of
{tν : t > 0} and {(x→ tνx(Xid ) : t > 0}, respectively.
Proof. We begin with the construction of νµ for the case that µ is a Dirac measure δζ. So as-
sume that ζ ∈ E (ξ) :=⋃n∈NT−n({(ξ, id )}), for ξ ∈Σ and define, for a non-negative, continuous
function f : X →R and s >ρ,
msζ( f ) :=
1
P (s)
∑
n∈N
bns
−n(L nϕ f )(ζ),
where P (s) is given by (7). It follows from property (C) thatms
ζ
restricted to functions on Xid
defines a tight family of measures, and hence that, for a suitable subsequence (sk j : j ∈N) of
(sk) given by property (C),
mζ( f ) := lim
j→∞
1
P (sk j )
∑
n∈N
bns
−n
k j
(L nϕ f )(ζ) (11)
exists for each non-negative, continuous function f : X →R. In particular,mζ defines a mea-
sure. Since E (ξ) is countable it is moreover possible to choose the subsequence (sk j ) such
that the limit in (11) exists for all ζ ∈ E (ξ) and f non-negative and continuous. Moreover, as
limn bn/bn+k = 1 for each k ∈N, it follows that
mζ( f )= ρ−k
∑
v∈W k :ζ∈θk ([v])×{g }
Φk (τv (ζ))mτv (ζ)( f )= ρ−kLϕ^k(m·( f )(ζ). (12)
Hence, for ζ with T n(ζ) = (ξ, id ), it follows from (12) that, for each Borel set A, mξ,id (A) =
ν(A)≥ ρ−nΦn(ζ)mζ(A). On the other hand, it follows from transitivity that there exist v ∈W m
andm ∈N such that τv (ζ) and (ξ, id ) are in the same cylinder. Hence, by combining the above
argument with bounded distortion, we obtain that
ρmΦm(ξ)
−1mζ(A)≫ ν(A)≥ ρ−nΦn(ζ)mζ(A).
In particular, themeasures are equivalent and theRadon-NikodymderivativeK(ζ, ·) := dmζ/dν
exists and is a.s. strictly positive.
We now prove that mζ1(A) ≍mζ2(A) whenever the second coordinates coincide, that is
ζ1,ζ2 ∈ E (ξ)∩Xg for some g ∈G . In order to do so, assume that ζ2 ∈ [a,g ] for some a ∈Ibip.
By the b.i.p.-property, there exist b ∈ Ibip and h ∈ G such that ζ1 ∈ T ([b,h]) and by transi-
tivity a finite word w such that awb is admissible with ψawb = id . As above, it follows that
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Φ|awb|(x)mζ2(A)≪mζ1(A) for any x ∈ [awb]. Hence, as Ibip is finite, mζ2(A)≪mζ1(A) with
respect to a constant which does not depend on ζ1 and a ∈Ibip.
In order to prove the opposite direction, for each b ∈Ibip choose xb ∈ [b]. Also note that,
for each v ∈W 1 with ζ1 ∈ θ([v ])× {g }, there exists b(v)∈Ibip such that vb(v) is admissible. As
ϕ(τv (ζ1))≍ϕ(τv ((xb(v),g )), we have by the above that
mζ1(A)= ρ−1
∑
v :ζ1∈θ([v])×{g }
ϕ(τv (ζ1))mτv (ζ1)(A)
≍ ρ−1
∑
v :ζ1∈θ([v])×{g }
ϕ(τv ((xb(v),g )))mτv ((xb(v),g ))(A)
≤
∑
b∈Ibip
m(xb ,g )(A)≪|Ibip|mζ2(A).
Hence,mζ1(A)≍mζ2(A) which implies that
sup
({
K((x1,g ),z)
K((x2,g ),z)
: (x1,g ), (x2,g ) ∈ E (ξ),g ∈G ,z ∈ X
})
<∞. (13)
In order to extend K(·, ·) to a globally defined function, we now show that ζ 7→ K(ζ,z) is log
Hölder. For k ,n ∈N, ζ1,ζ2 ∈ [a,g ]∩E (ξ), a ∈W 1, b ∈W k with k ≤ n and h ∈G , we obtain by
(5) that
|L nϕ (1[b,h])(ζ1)−L nϕ (1[b,h])(ζ2)| ≤Cϕd (ζ1,ζ2)L nϕ (1[b,h])(ζ1), (14)
withCϕ only depending on the Hölder constant of ϕ. Hence,
|msζ1([b,h])−m
s
ζ2
([b,h])| ≤Cϕmsζ1([b,h])d (ζ1,ζ2)
and, by taking the limit,
|mζ1([b,h])−mζ2([b,h])| ≤Cϕmζ1([b,h])d (ζ1,ζ2).
Since cylinder sets are generating the Borel algebra and are stable under intersections it fol-
lows by taking the limit as [b,h]→ z ∈ X that |(dmζ1/dmζ2)(z)−1| ≪ d (ζ1,ζ2) for ν-a.e. z ∈ X .
Furthermore, as ζ1,ζ2 ∈ Xg , it follows from (13) thatdmζ1/dmζ2 ≍ 1. Hence, | log(dmζ1/dmζ2)(z)| ≪
d (ζ1,ζ2), which proves that the function ζ 7→ logK(ζ,z) is Lipschitz continuous on E (ξ)∩[a,g ]
with respect to a Lipschitz coefficient which is independent from z and [a,g ]. By a further
application of (13), there is a uniform bound for | log(dmζ1/dmζ2)(z)| which is independent
from z and g . As E (ξ) is dense by transitivity, there exists a unique locally Lipschitz continu-
ous extension of ζ 7→ logK(ζ,z)) to X . By taking the exponential of this extension, we obtain
a globally defined function which, for ease of notation, will also be denoted by K(·, ·). As the
function has the same regularity as the one defined on E (ξ), we have shown that there exists
D > 0 such that, for all g ∈G , ζ1,ζ2 ∈ Xg and ν-a.e. z ∈ X ,∣∣logK(ζ1,z)− logK(ζ2,z)∣∣≤Dd (ζ1,ζ2).
In order to obtain the representation (10), note that the construction ofmζ through (11)
extends to all ζ ∈ X by the estimate (14) and the fact that E (ξ) is dense in X . The next step is
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to verify that (11) extends to an arbitrary Borel probability measure µ on X . In analogy to the
above, define
M sµ( f ) :=
1
P (s)
∑
n∈N
bn s
−n
∫
f d (L nϕ )
∗(µ)
= 1
P (s)
∑
n∈N
bns
−n
∫
L
n
ϕ ( f )dµ=
∫
msζ( f )dµ(ζ),
where the last equality follows from monotone convergence. By a further application of
monotone convergence, it follows that limkM
sk
µ ( f ) =
∫
mζ( f )dµ which proves that (11) de-
fines a measure and that νµ( f ) :=
∫
mζ( f )dµ. Moreover, as∫
f dνµ =
∫
mζ( f )dµ=
Ï
f (z)K(ζ,z)dν(z)dµ(ζ), (15)
it follows that dνµ/dν=
∫
K(ζ,z)dµ(ζ), whichwill also be denoted byK(µ,z), by a slight abuse
of notation. This finishes the proof of the existence of νµ. Part 1 of the theorem then follows
from the definition ofW through Kantorovich’s duality.
In order to prove part 2, note that (10) implies that, for ζ ∈ X and each positive and con-
tinuous function f , that∫
f (z)K(ζ,z)dν(z)=
∫
f dνζ = lim
k→∞
1
P (sk )
∑
n∈N
bns
−n
k (L
n
ϕ ( f ))(ζ) (16)
=
∑
v∈W
ϕ◦τv (ζ) lim
k→∞
1
P (sk )
∑
n∈N
bns
−n
k (L
n−1
ϕ ( f ))(τv (ζ))
=
∑
v∈W
ϕ◦τv (ζ)ρ−1
∫
f dντv (ζ) =
∑
v∈W
ϕ◦τv (ζ)ρ−1
∫
f K(τv (ζ), ·)dν
=ρ−1
∫
f (z)Lϕ(K(·,z))(ζ)dν(z)
where the last identity follows frommonotone convergence. Hence, by (15),
ρ
∫
f K(µ, ·)dν=
∫
f (z)
∫
Lϕ(K(·,z))(ζ)dµ(ζ)dν(z)
=
∫
f (z)
∫
K(·,z)dL ∗ϕ (µ)dν(z)=
∫
f K(L ∗ϕ (µ), ·)dν.
As f is arbitrary, ρK(µ,z)=K(L ∗ϕ (µ),z) almost surely, which is part 2 of the theorem.
For the proof of part 3, note that X is a Besicovitch space and that each νµ is conformal.
Therefore, we have for ν-a.e. ((wi ),g ) ∈ X , that
K(µ, ((wi ),g ))= lim
n→∞
νµ([(w1 . . .wn),g ])
ν([(w1 . . .wn),g ])
= lim
n→∞
ρ−1
∫
[(w2...wn ),gψw1 ]
ϕdνµ
ρ−1
∫
[(w2 ...wn ),gψw1 ]
ϕdν
.
It hence follows from continuity of ϕ that K is T -invariant in the second coordinate. The
second statement is a standard application of the ergodic theorem.
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Wenow give a brief characterization of themeasures given by above theorem in case of an
ergodic extension (as e.g. in example 1 below for d = 1,2). For ease of exposition, we assume
that the base transformation is a Gibbs-Markov mapwith respect to the invariant probability
µ on Σ. In this situation, the product measure µG of µ and the counting measure onG clearly
is 1/ϕ-conformal and T -invariant, i.e. µG =µG ◦T−1. However, note that µG in many cases is
totally dissipative, e.g. ifG is non-amenable ([33, 14]).
If T is conservative with respect to µG , then T also is ergodic and
∑
n Z
n
w (ξ)=∞ (see [3, 1]
and the proof of proposition 5.3 below). In particular, ρ = 1 and G is amenable by a result
in [29]. Since µG and νζ are both 1/ϕ-conformal, as observed by Sullivan, dν/dµG exists,
is T -invariant and hence constant. This then implies that the measures νξ are all multiples
of the product measure µG . If T is conservative with respect to ν and ρ ≤ 1, then the same
arguments show that themeasures νξ are again all multiples of ν. In this situation, a result by
Jaerisch ([14]) shows that the invariant measure h(x,z)dν(x) is unique and is the product of
another measure on Σ and counting measure onG .
As a corollary of the existence of ρ−1Lϕ-invariant functions as shown in Remark 5.2, one
obtains the following criterion of classical flavor for ergodicity.
Proposition 5.3. The map T is either conservative or totally dissipative with respect to ν. If T
is conservative, then T is ergodic. Furthermore, T is conservative and ergodic if and only if∑
n
ρ−nZ n(ξ)=∞.
Proof. Observe that T is a transitive topological Markov chain and that it follows from
(dν/dν◦T )(x,g )= ρφ(x)
that dν/dν ◦T is a potential of bounded variation. Hence, (T,ν) is a Markov fibered system
with the bounded distortion property as in [3]. In particular, (T,ν) either is totally dissipative
or conservative and if (T,ν) is conservative, then it is ergodic. Note that ρ−1Lϕ acts as the
transfer operator on L1(ν). It hence follows from the definition of the transfer operator that,
for allW measurable and n ∈N,∫
1W ρ
−n
L
n
ϕ (x,g )dν(x,g )=
∫
1W ◦T n1Xi ddν= ν
(
T−n(W )∩Xid
)
.
Now assume that
∑
n ρ
−n
Z
n(ξ) =∞. It follows from bounded variation and transitivity that
the sum diverges for all ξ ∈ Σ. ForW := {z ∈ Xid : T n(z) ∉ Xid∀n ≥ 1}, we hence have that
ν(W )= 0. Hence, the first returnmap
TXi d : Xid → Xid , (x, id ) 7→ T nx (x,g ), nx :=min{n ≥ 1 : T n(x, id )∈ Xid }
is well defined. By substituting ν with an equivalent, invariant measure given by the above
theorem, an application of Poincaré’s recurrence theorem gives that TXi d is conservative. It
is then easy to see that T also is conservative, and hence ergodic. The remaining assertion is
a consequence of the standard result in ergodic theory, that T is ergodic and conservative if
and only if
∑
n ρ
−n
L
n
ϕ ( f ) diverges for all f ≥ 0,
∫
f dν> 0 (see [1, Prop. 1.3.2]).
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6 Harmonic functions
By applying theorem 5.1 to Dirac measures, it is possible to construct a mapΘ :C →H from
a subspace of the continuous functions to a subspace of ρ-harmonic functions. In here, we
refer to f : X → R as ρ-harmonic if Lϕ( f ) = ρ f . In order to define C , fix a reference point
ξ0 ∈ Xid and set νo := νξ0 . The space C is now defined by
C :=
{
f : X →R : νo(| f |)<∞, lim
n→∞Cn( f )= 0
}
, where
Cn( f ) := inf
({
C : | f (z1)− f (z2)| ≤C | f (z1)|∀z1,z2 ∈ [w,g ],w ∈W n ,g ∈G
})
.
The space might be alternatively characterised as the space of log-uniformly continuous
functions with an integrability condition. Namely, if Cn( f ) <∞, then for [w,g ],w ∈ W n and
g ∈G either f |[w,g ] = 0 or f (z) 6= 0 for z ∈ [w,g ]. In particular, with 0/0= 1, it follows that∣∣ f (z1)/ f (z2)−1∣∣<Cn( f ), ∀z1,z2 ∈ [w,g ].
Hence, if Cn( f ) < 1, then f (z1)/ f (z2) > 0, that is the sign of f is constant on [w,g ]. These
arguments show that f ∈C if and only if log f+ and log f− are uniformly continuous, with f±
referring to the strictly positive and negative parts of f and { f 6= 0} is a union of cylinders of
length n, for some n depending on f .
In order to define H , recall that dr refers to the shift metric on X , with r ∈ (0,1) adapted
to theHölder continuity of logϕ. In order to be able to not only consider positive ρ-harmonic
functions, the following coefficients for the local regularity of a function f : X →R are useful.
Dx ( f ) := sup
{| f (x)− f (z)|/dr (x,z) : dr (x,z)< 1}
LD( f ) := sup
{∣∣∣ f (z1)f (z2) −1∣∣∣/dr (z1,z2) : dr (z1,z2)< 1}
The space H is now defined through a control of the local Lipschitz constant Dx ( f ) as fol-
lows.
H
+ := {( f : X → [0,∞)) :Lϕ( f )=ρ f , LD( f )<∞} ,
H := {( f : X →R) :Lϕ( f )= ρ f , ∃h ∈H + s.t. Dx ( f )≤ h(x)∀x ∈ X } .
The mapΘ is then defined by, for f ∈C ,
Θ( f )(z) := νz( f )=
∫
K(δz , y) f (y)dνo(y).
Based on a slightly more involved version of the argument used in the proof of log-Hölder
continuity ofK in theorem 5.1 we are now in position to prove thatΘ is well defined and that
LD is always bounded by
Cϕ := sup
{∣∣∣Φn◦τv (z1)
Φn◦τv (z2) −1
∣∣∣/dr (z1,z2) : dr (z1,z2)< 1}<∞.
Theorem 6.1. The map Θ :C →H is well defined. If f ∈H and f ≥ 0, then LD( f )≤Cϕ and,
in particular, f ∈H +.
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Proof. Suppose that f ∈ C . By applying the arguments in (16) to f shows that Lϕ(Θ( f )) =
ρΘ( f ). Hence, it remains to obtain a bound on Dx ( f ). For ease of notation, set fv := f ◦τv ,
for v ∈W n and n ∈N. Suppose that z1,z2 ∈ [w,g ] with w ∈W k , g ∈G and that n is sufficiently
large such that for all v ∈ W n , either fv (z1) = fv (z2) = 0 or fv (z1), fv (z2) 6= 0. Setting 0/0 := 1
and An := supv∈W n
∣∣∣ fv (z1)fv (z2) −1∣∣∣, we obtain by a similar argument as in (5) that∣∣∣L nϕ ( f )(z1)−L nϕ ( f )(z2)∣∣∣
≤
∑
v∈W n
∣∣(Φn,v (z1)−Φn,v (z2)) fv (z1)∣∣+ ∑
v∈W n
∣∣Φn,v (z2)( fv (z1)− fv (z2))∣∣
≤
∑
v∈W n
∣∣∣(1− Φn,v (z2)
Φn,v (z1)
)
Φn,v (z1) fv (z1)
∣∣∣+ ∑
v∈W n
∣∣∣Φn,v (z2) fv (z2)( fv (z1)fv (z2) −1)∣∣∣
≤Cϕdr (z1,z2) ·L nϕ (| f |)(z1)+ An ·L nϕ (| f |)(z2).
Since limn→∞ An = 0, we have
|Θ( f )(z1)−Θ( f )(z2)| = |νz1( f )−νz2( f )|
≤Cϕdr (z1,z2)νz1(| f |)=Cϕdr (z1,z2)Θ(| f |)(z1).
Hence, Dz1( f ) ≤ CϕΘ(| f |)(z1). By dividing with Θ(| f |) and substituting f with | f |, the same
argument shows that LD(Θ(| f |)) ≤ Cϕ. In particular, Θ(| f |) ∈H +. Now assume that f ∈H
and f ≥ 0. Then there exists hˆ ≥ 0 with Dz (h)≤ hˆ andLϕ(hˆ)= ρhˆ. By similar arguments,
|h(z1)−h(z2)| = ρ−n
∣∣∣L nϕ (h)(z1)−L nϕ (h)(z2)∣∣∣
≤ ρ−n
(
Cϕdr (z1,z2)L
n
ϕ (h)(z1)+ r ndr (z1,z2)L nϕ (D·(h))(z2)
)
≤Cϕdr (z1,z2)
(
h(z1)+ r n hˆ(z2)
)
.
Since n is arbitrary and r ∈ (0,1), LD(h)<Cϕ.
The classical Martin boundary of a random walk on a group is a quotient of the space
of paths, where two paths (gk), (hk ) in G are identified if limk K (·,gk ) = limk K (·,hk), where
K refers to the Martin kernel (see, e.g., [32]). In the context of group extensions, the natural
candidate for a path in G is given by (ψk (x)), for some x ∈ Σ, whereas the function (z,g ) 7→
νz(Xg )/νo(Xg ) might serve as the analogue of theMartin kernel.
Here, the situation is different. Assume that (x,g )= ((wk),g ) ∈ X . Using the conformality
of ν in proposition 4.5, we have by theorem 5.1 that, for fn := 1[w1...wn ,g ]/νo([w1 . . .wn ,g ]),
νz(Xgψn (x))
νo(Xgψn (x))
≍ νz ([w1 . . .wn,g ])
νo([w1 . . .wn ,g ])
=Θ( fn)(z) n→∞−−−−→K(z, (x,g )).
6.1 Natural extensions and immediate implications
In order to obtain information on the asymptotic behavior of elements ofH , we now employ
ideas from the theory of Markov processes, which are similar but somehow dual to the ones
for Markov maps. Namely, in order to obtain a stochastic process associated with (X ,T ), we
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consider the process with transition probability (dm ◦ τv/dm)(x) for transitions from x to
τv (x), wherem is an T -invariant measure. Hence, the appropriate object are the left-infinite
sequenceswith respect to an invariantmeasure m̂ constructed fromm. That is, the stochastic
process is the left half of the natural extension of (X ,T,m) whose construction in case of an
underlying shift space we recall now. Set
Y := {((wi ,gi ) : i ∈Z) :wi ∈W 1,gi ∈G ,awiwi+1 = 1,gi+1 = giψ(wi )} ,
S : Y → Y , ((wi ,gi ))→ ((w ′i ,g ′i )), with w ′i =wi+1, g ′i = gi+1 ∀i ∈Z.
In other words, S is the left shift on the two sided shift space Y . The cylinder sets of Y are
given by, for (w0w1 · · ·wn)∈W n+1, hi ∈G and k ∈Z,
[((w0,g0) · · · (wn ,gn))]k
:= {((vi ,hi )) ∈ Y : (vk+ j ,hk+ j )= (w j ,g j ), for j = 0,1, . . . ,n} .
If m is T -invariant, then m̂([((w0,g0) · · · (wn ,gn))]k) :=m([(w0w1 · · ·wn),g0]) defines a mea-
sure m̂ on Y . As it easily can be seen, we then have, for
π : Y → X , ((wi ,gi ))→ ((wi : i ≥ 0),g0),
that π◦S = T ◦π, m̂ =m ◦π−1, S is invertible, m̂ is S-invariant and (Y ,S,m̂) is minimal in the
sense that theσ-algebraF generatedby the cylinder sets ofY is generatedby
{
Sn(π−1(B)) : n ∈Z},
withB referring to theσ-algebra generatedby the cylinder sets of X . In particular, (Y ,S,F ,m̂)
is the natural extension of (X ,T,B,m) (see, e.g., [6]).
Observe that there are several canonical choices for the invariant measurem. Either µ is
θ-invariant andm is the product µG of µ and the counting measure onG , or dm = hdνo, for
some h ∈H +. However, in both cases, it is possible to identify martingales with respect to
the filtration (Fn : n ∈N), where Fn := Sn ◦π−1(B). We begin with the analysis of (Y ,S) with
respect to µ̂G .
Proposition 6.2. Suppose that µ is θ-invariant and that h ∈H +. Then, for µ̂G-a.e. z ∈ Y ,
h∞(z) := lim
n→∞ρ
−nh ◦π◦S−n(z)
exists. If ρ < 1, then h∞ = 0, and if ρ = 1, then h∞ = h∞ ◦S and h∞ <∞ a.s.
Proof. Set Wn := ρ−nh ◦π ◦ S−n. Since µ̂G is S-invariant,
∫
f ◦T gdµG =
∫
f L (g )dµG and
Lϕ(h)=ρh, we have for all A ∈B that∫
Sn (π−1(A))
E(Wn+1|Fn)d µ̂G
=ρ−n−1
∫
1A ◦π◦S−n h ◦π◦S−n−1d µ̂G
=ρ−n−1
∫
1A ◦T hdµG =ρ−n
∫
1AhdµG
=ρ−n
∫
1A ◦π◦S−nh ◦π◦S−nd µ̂G =
∫
Sn (π−1(A))
Wnd µ̂G .
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Hence, E(Wn+1|Fn)=Wn and (Wn ,Fn) is a positive martingale. In particular, h∞ := limnWn
by Doob’s convergence theorem. As it easily can be verified, we have h∞ = ρh∞ ◦S. Further-
more, by Fatou’s Lemma and the martingale property,
∫
π−1A h∞d µ̂ ≤
∫
A hdµ for all measur-
able sets A ⊂ X , which implies that h∞ <∞ a.s.
By applying the proposition to Θ(1Xi d ), we obtain the decay of ν along µ-a.s. path as
n→−∞. If the extension is symmetric, the result also transfers to paths with n→∞.
Corollary 6.3. If ρ < 1 and µG is invariant, then, for µ̂G-a.e. ((wi ),g ) ∈ Y ,
lim
n→∞νo(Xgψw−n ···ψw−1 )/ρ
n = 0, lim
n→∞
νo([w−n . . .w−1,g ])
µ([w−n . . .w−1])
= 0.
Moreover, if the group extension is symmetric, then for µ-a.e. x ∈Σ and g ∈G,
lim
n→∞νo(Xψn (x))/ρ
n = 0, lim
n→∞
νo([w1 . . .wn,ψn(x)gψn (x)−1])
µ([w1 . . .wn])
= 0.
Proof. The first two assertions follow from ν(x,g )(Xid )≍ νo(Xg−1) and (iii) of proposition 4.5,
whereas the last twoassertions are a consequence of the fact thatY → Y , ((wi ),g ) 7→ ((w†−i ),g )
is a non-singular automorphism.
By considering the natural extension of the invariant version of νo, we obtain a further
convergence. That is, as the measure dmh := hdνo is T -invariant, there exists a unique ex-
tension to an invariant, σ-finite, S-invariant measure m̂h on Y . The analogue of proposition
6.2 is as follows.
Proposition6.4. Suppose that f ,h ∈H , h > 0 such that ‖ f /h‖∞ <∞. Then, for m̂h-a.e. z ∈ Y ,
Ξh( f )(z) := lim
n→∞
f ◦π◦S−n(z)
h ◦π◦S−n(z)
exists, Ξh( f ) ◦S = Ξh( f ) and Em̂h (Ξh( f )|F0) = f ◦π/h ◦π. Moreover, for the signed invariant
measure m̂ f , we have dm̂ f /dm̂h =Ξh( f ).
Proof. The proof that ( f ◦π◦S−n/h ◦π◦S−n|Fn) is a bounded martingale and is the same as
above and therefore omitted. Hence, Ξh( f ) is well defined and by bounded convergence, we
have for A ∈B and k ∈N that∫
Skπ−1(A)
Ξh( f )dm̂h
= lim
n→∞
∫
1A ◦π◦S−k
f ◦π◦S−n
h ◦π◦S−n dm̂h
= lim
n→∞
∫
1A ◦T n−k f dνo =
∫
1A f dνo =m f (A)= m̂ f (Skπ−1(A)).
Since F is generated by {Fn : n ∈N}, we haveΞh( f )dm̂h = dm̂ f . The remaining assertion in
the conditional expectation is a consequence of the above for k = 0.
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7 Applications and examples
The construction of conformal measures has the following application to conformal graph
directedMarkov systems. In order to have a zero of the pressure function, we have to assume
that there exists h > 0 such that
limsup
n→∞
n
√
L
n
ϕh
(1Xi d )(ξ, id )= 1, (17)
‖Lϕh (1)‖∞ <∞ (18)
are satisfied. It follows from standard arguments that the expression on the left hand side
of (17), seen as a function of h, is continuous and strictly decreasing to 0 on its domain of
definition. Hence, if there exists h′ such that the left hand side of (17) is finite and greater
than or equal to 1 and (18) holds, then there exists a zero of the pressure function. In the
context of graph directed Markov systems, this property is known as strong regularity (see
[19]). Furthermore, if |W 1| < ∞, then this is true for h′ = 0, and in particular there always
exists a zero of the pressure function in this case.
Now let δ be given by (17) and set ρδ := exp(PG (θ,ϕδ)) ≥ 1. It then follows from the
Ruelle-Perron-Frobenius theorem for systems with the b.i.p. property (see, e.g., [27]) that
there exists a ρδ/ϕ
δ-conformal probability measure µδ and a Hölder continuous function hδ
with Lϕδ(hδ)= ρδhδ such that θ has the Gibbs-Markov property with respect to the invariant
measure given by hδdµδ. As an application of Theorem 4.4 and Proposition 4.5 we obtain
that there exists a σ-finite measure ν on X which is 1/ϕδ-conformal, and which satisfies, for
w ∈W n and x ∈ [w ],
ν([w,g ])≍Φδn(x)ν(Xgψn (x)). (19)
Theorem 7.1. Assume that the group extension is symmetric and that property (C), (17) and
(18) are satisfied. Then, for µδ-a.e. (wk) ∈Σ,
lim
n→∞
log(ν([w1 · · ·wn , id ]))
logΦn(x)
= δ+ PG (θ,ϕ
δ)∫
(logϕ)hδdµδ
.
Moreover, the group G is amenable if and only if the above limit is equal to δ. If G is non-
amenable, then, for µδ-a.e. (wk) ∈Σ,
lim
n→∞ρ
n
δ
ν([w1 · · ·wn , id ]))
(Φn(x))δ
= 0.
Before giving the proof, we sketch a straight forward application to conformal dynamical
systems. Namely, if Σ is given by a conformal iterated function system, the inverse branch τw
corresponds to a conformal map and Φ|w | ◦τw to its conformal derivative. In this situation,
the above limit can be identifiedwith the ν-dimension dimν of the support ofµδ. Hence, with
H (hδdµδ) referring to the entropy of hδdµδ, it follows from the variational principle that
dimν(supp(µδ))= δ+
PG (θ,ϕδ)∫
(logϕ)hδdµδ
= 2δ+ H (hδdµδ)∫
(logϕ)hδdµδ
.
Moreover, note that inmany regular situations, δ is equal to theHausdorff dimension dim(K )
of the attractor K of the iterated function system. In this situation, the amenability of G is
equivalent to dimν(supp(µδ))=dim(K ).
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of theorem 7.1. By symmetry and proposition 6.2, limn(logν(Xψn (x)))/n = logρδ. Hence, by
(19),
lim
n→∞
log(ν([wn , id ]))
logΦn(x)
= δ+ lim
n→∞
logν(Xψn(x))
logΦn(x)
= δ+ PG (θ,ϕ
δ)
limn→∞(logΦn(x))/n
.
The above limit exists by application of the ergodic theorem. The amenability criterion is an
immediate corollary of Kesten’s criterion for group extensions in [29], where it is shown that
PG (θ,ϕδ) = 0 if and only if G is amenable. For the remaining assertion, note that ρδ < 1 by
non-amenability. The assertion then follows from corollary 6.3.
In order to have concrete examples of theσ-finitemeasure at hand, we give two examples
from probability theory, where known local limit theorems give rise to explicit expressions.
Example1 Thefirst example is Polya’s randomwalk onZd . Choose (pi ∈ (0,1) : i ∈ {±1, . . . ,±d })
with
∑d
i=1(pi + p−i ) = 1 and consider the random walk on Zd with transition probabilities
P(±ei )= p±i , where ei refers to the i -th element of the canonical basis of Zd .
This random walk has an equivalent description through the following group extension.
LetΣ be the full shift with 2d symbols {−d , . . . ,−1,1, . . . ,d } andϕ the locally constant function
defined by ϕ|[±i ] := p±i . Note that
∑d
i=1(pi +p−i ) = 1 implies that Lϕ(1) = 1. Moreover, it is
well known that the measure defined by µ([i1 . . . in]) := pi1 · · ·pin is θ-invariant, ergodic and
1/ϕ-conformal. The associated group extension is defined through
ψ :Σ→Zd , (i1i2 · · ·) 7→
{
ei1 : i1 > 0
−e−i1 : i1 < 0
.
As Σ is the full shift and ϕ is constant on cylinders, it follows from the construction that
ν(x,g ) = ν(y,g ) for all x, y ∈ Σ and g ∈ G . Therefore, we only will write νg for ν(x,g ). In order
to apply known local limit theorems from probability theory, observe that
L
n
ϕ (1Xi d )(x,g )=
∑
w∈W n :ψn (w)=g
φn(τw (x))= P(Xn = g ),
where Xn = h refers to the random walk at time n started in the identity with distribution
(pi ) and P to the probability of the associated Markov process. By the local limit theorem for
Polya’s random walk ([31, theorem 13.12]), we have that, for (k1, . . . ,kd ) ∈ Zd and n ∈N such
that n− (k1+·· ·+kd ) is even,
P(Xn = (k1, . . . ,kd ))∼Cn−d/2
(
2
∑d
i=1
p
pip−i
)n d∏
i=1
(√
pi /p−i
)ki
.
Hence, ρ = 2∑di=1ppip−i and, with λi :=√pi/p−i ,
L
n
ϕ (1X(k1,...,kd ))(x, id )∼Cn
−d/2ρn
d∏
i=1
λ
−ki
i
.
Recall that a randomwalk is called symmetric if pi = p−i for all i = 1, . . . ,d . The estimate then
implies that ρ = 1 if and only if the random walk is symmetric. Furthermore, by proposition
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5.3, the term n−d/2 implies that the group extension is ergodic and conservative with respect
to ν if and only if d = 1 or d = 2. It is remarkable that this conclusion is independent of
symmetry. In order to determine νid explicitly, note that the local limit theorem implies that
νid (X(k1,...,kd ))= lim
k→∞
∑
n∈Nbn s−nk (L
n
ϕ1X(k1,...,kd ))(x, id )∑
n∈N bns−nk (L
n
ϕ1Xi d )(x, id )
=
d∏
i=1
λ
−ki
i
.
Using conformality then gives that, for a cylinder [(i1, . . . , in),z] in Σ×Zd ,
νid ([(i1 . . . in),z])= ρ−npi1 · · ·pinνid (Xz+ψn (i1...in ))
= ρ−npi1 · · ·pinνid (Xz )
n∏
k=1
λ−1ik = ρ
−nνid (Xz )
n∏
k=1
√
pikp−ik
= 1
2n
νid (Xz )
n∏
k=1
p
pikp−ik∑d
i=1
p
pip−i
(20)
In particular, the last term in (20) reveals the local symmetry
νid ([(i1 . . . ik . . . in),z])= νid ([(i1 . . .− ik . . . in),z]), (k ∈ 1, . . . ,n),
whereas globally, the measure is multiplicative with respect to the last component, that is
νid ([(i1 . . . in),z1+ z2])= νid ([(i1 . . . in),z1])νid ([(i1 . . . in),z2]).
Furthermore, (20) implies that the the functionK from Theorem 5.1 is given by
K(δ(x,g ), (y,h))=
dνg
dνid
(y,h)= ν(Xg ).
These considerations might be summarized as follows. If ϕ is symmetric, then ρ = 1 and
ν(Xg ) = 1 for all g ∈ Zd . If ϕ is not symmetric, then ρ < 1 and {νid (Xg ) : g ∈ Zd } neither is
bounded from below nor from above. Moreover, the function h defined by h(x,g ) := νg (Xid )
is an Lϕ-proper function by remark 5.2. Therefore, dm := hdν is T -invariant. However, as it
easily can be verified,m(Xg )= 1 for all g ∈Zd and, in particular,m is the measure associated
to the symmetric randomwalk with transition probabilities P(±ei )=ppip−i /(2
∑
k
p
pkp−k).
Example 2 In this example, we replace the groupZd with the free group Fd with d generators
g1, . . . ,gd . As above, the transition probabilities are given by P(g±i ) = p±i , where g−i := g−1i .
The construction of the associated group extension then has to be adapted only be changing
ψ to
ψ :Σ→ Fd , (i1i2 · · · ) 7→ gi1 .
As above, we now apply a local limit theorem. The result of Gerl and Woess in [12] is appli-
cable in full generality, however, for ease of exposition, we restrict ourselves to the special
case where q :=ppip−i does not depend on i . Then, by (5.3) and (5.4) in [12], we have that
ρ = 2q
p
2d −1 and that
lim
n→∞
P(Xn = gi1 · · ·gik )
P(Xn = id )
=
(
1+ d−1d k
)
(2d −1)−k/2
k∏
i=1
λik , (21)
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for n and k even and gi1 · · ·gik in reduced form, that is il 6= −il+1, for l = 1, . . . ,n − 1. Also
note that there is a misprint in equation (5.4) in [12]. In there, one has to replace d/(d −1)
in the first factor by its inverse as in (21). As above, the right hand side in (21) is equal to
νid (Xg i1 ···g ik ). Using the identities for q and ρ and settingCk := 1+k(d −1)/d , this gives that
νid (Xg i1 ···g ik )=Ck (2/ρ)
k
k∏
i=1
qλ−ik =Ck(2/ρ)k
k∏
i=1
p−ik .
Since the identity requires that g = gi1 · · ·gik is in reduced form, we have to introduce the
following operations on finite words in order to obtain a formula for arbitrary cylinders. For
w = (i1 . . . in) ∈W n , there exists a unique k ≤ n and a word ( j1 . . . jk) ∈W k such that ψn(w )=
g j1 · · ·g jk is in reduced form. We will refer to r(w ) := ( j1 . . . jk) as the active part of w , whereas
theword which is obtained by deleting the entries of r(w ) fromw is referred to as the inactive
part i(w ) ∈ W n−k of w . Note that ψk(r(w )) = ψn(w ) and ψn−k (i(w )) = id . Moreover, for a
given word v = (i1 . . . in) ∈W n , we will refer to κ(v) := (−in , . . . ,−i2,−i1) as the inverse word of
v . For ease of notation, we also will make use of the Bernoulli measure on Σ defined through
µ([i1 . . . in])= pi1 · · ·pin .
As it will be shown below, the measure of a cylinder [w,g ], for w ∈W n and g ∈G and the
functionK given by theorem 5.1 depend on possible cancelations of the concatenation of the
path to g ∈G and w . So, let vg ∈W m be given byψm(vg )= g and i(vg )=;, that is vg is given
by the reduced form of g . With k := |r(vgw )|, the conformality of νid implies that
νid ([w,g ])= ρ−nµ([w ])νid (Xgψn (w))= ρ−nµ([w ])Ck(2/ρ)kµ([κ(r(vgw ))])
in case that r(vgw ) 6= ;. If r(vgw ) 6= ;, then νid ([w,g ])= ρ−nµ([w ]) by the same arguments.
The identity now allows to determine the function K explicitly. That is, for g1,g2 ∈G , x ∈ Σ
and (w(n)) with w(n) ∈W n and x = limn[w(n)], we have νid a.s., that
K(g1, (x,g2))= lim
n→∞
νg1([w(n),g2])
νid ([w(n),g2])
= lim
n→∞
νid ([w(n),g
−1
1 g2])
νid ([w(n),g2])
= lim
n→∞
C|r(v
g−11 g2
w(n))|
C|r(vg2w)|
(
2
ρ
)|r(v
g−11 g2
w(n))|−|r(vg2w(n))| µ([κ(r(vg−11 g2w(n)))])
µ([κ(r(vg2w(n)))])
.
Observe that total dissipativity implies that (ψn(x) : n ∈ N) = (ψn (w(n)) : n ∈ N) will almost
surely only return finitely many times to a finite subset of G . Hence, the first term in the
product converges to 1 whereas the second and third eventually are constant. By setting
kg1,g2(x) := limn→∞ |g−11 g2ψn(x)| − |g2ψn(x)|, analyzing the cancelations in vg−11 vg2w(n) and
vg2w(n) and using that q
2 = pip−i , it follows that
K(g1, (x,g2))= (2/ρ)kg1,g2 (x) lim
n→∞
µ([κ(r(vg−11 g2w(n)))])
µ([κ(r(vg2w(n)))])
=(2/ρ)kg1,g2 (x) · µ([vg1])
q |g1|−kg1,g2 (x)
= (2d −1)−
kg1 ,g2 (x)
2
√
µ([vg1])/µ([κvg1]).
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The regularity of h can now be analyzed through kg1,g2 . In order to do so, for each open
subset U of X and g = g1 ∈ G , observe that kg ,g2(U ) is equal to {−|g |,2− |g |, . . . , |g | − 2, |g |}.
This implies that
sup
z,z˜∈U
K(g ,z)
K(g , z˜)
= (2d −1)|g |
√
µ([vg ])
µ([κvg ])
.
In particular, the fluctuations of h(g , ·) only depend on |g | and the quantity µ([vg ])/µ([κvg ]),
which measures the asymmetry of the randomwalk. If the randomwalk is symmetric, that is
pi = p−i = 1/2d for all i = 1, . . . ,d , then this simplifies to
ρ =
p
2d −1/d , νid (Xg )=C|g |(2d −1)−
|g |
2 , K(g1, (x,g2))= (2d −1)−
kg1,g2 (x)
2 .
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